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Global Aviation Market Q4 2021 - Overview
>

Recovery slowed down in Q3 but still continued with rising passenger numbers and less aircraft being stored.

>

The significant rise in jet fuel prices during Q3, is expected to impact operating costs and hence profitability going
forward. This is also reflected in a decline in airlines stocks.

>

IATA reports that initial financial results for airlines in Q3 have further improved, compared to Q2 2021. However
expects rising fuel prices to impact Q4 results.

>

IATA announced its goal to transform the aviation sector to net-zero emissions by 2050. The plan contains detailed
steps and heavily relies on the usage of Sustainable Aviation Fuels. However some experts criticize, that this might not
be sufficient.

>

Conclusion: While the recovery continued during Q3 2021, increased fuel prices and continued regional lock downs
still pose risks to the airline industry. Spread and LTV levels remained mostly flat during Q3, while the large disparity
across regions still lead to very different risk profiles and financing terms. We currently see a generic spread for a
narrowbody loan at around 340 bps. New deliveries next year still require a significant amount of financing, as some
airlines also used the recent month to further expand their fleet to profit from a recovery.
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The ABS issuance in H1 2021 significantly surpassed the
level of the full year issuance of 2020. With USD 4.3bn in the
first half of 2021 the year is on track to reach levels seen in
2017/ 18 (USD 6.2bn and USD 7bn respectively). The market
has received the issuances very well as an opportunity to
play the recovery in the aviation market, which was also
reflected in the comparably low pricing for the higher
ranking tranches, due to increased liquidity inflows.
Lufthansa announced at the beginning of November, that it
had fully repaid the state aid received during the pandemic.
This was also accomplished with the help of a total of three
bond issuances in 2021, which raised more than USD 3bn in
2021 and also executed a capital increase.
Several large airlines issued capital market instruments
during Q3 2021 including Lufthansa (see above), British
Airways and Air Canada, sizes ranged from USD 500m to
USD 3bn, compared to aircraft financings the majority of
bonds is unsecured, on average pricing in the low 3’s.
Spread and LTV levels remained constant through Q3 2021,
with slightly reduced transaction volumes. Banks continue to
be cautious and airlines had to cope with local travel
restrictions. However the beginning of Q4 saw a pickup in
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Figure 1, Source: Prime Capital Research

Airline Equity Market
IATA reports that initial Q3 results further improved
compared to Q2 2021. Main improvements were seen in
domestic and short-haul routes, in regions where travel
restrictions had been lifted. Again, US airlines have been
among the best performers in Q3, due to the strong US
domestic market. However the significant rise in jet fuel
prices has put cost pressure on the airlines operating costs.
IATA expects, that this will represent a risk to the further
recovery in Q4 2021. Other issues mentioned are rising
infrastructure costs and staff shortages in the US as well as
rising inflation around the globe. Stocks have reacted to the
increase in fuel prices after a short rebound in September,
airline stocks edged lower in October. Leaving the overall
performance at 1.8% year to date, compared to 15.2% of
the wider stock market.
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Financing Terms

Institutional investors in Europe have been seen to increase
their allocation to the aviation debt space to profit from the
further recovery.

Spread in Bps

While August saw a slight deterioration in the development
of passenger traffic due to the spread of the Delta variant,
the recovery of the global aviation sector continued overall
in the third quarter of 2021. Accordingly, the parked
passenger aircraft fleet continued to reduce steadily, thus at
the end of September 2021 there were 750 fewer passenger
aircraft parked than at end of July 2021. The latest
expectations are that there are going to be just under 5,000
passenger aircraft in storage at the end of 2021. As
international travel restrictions remained in place during the
third quarter, domestic flights continued to dominate the
gradual recovery. Brazil, Russia and the U.S. posted overall
positive developments. The U.S. domestic market in terms
of passenger traffic even returned to 87% of pre-crisis levels.
In the Chinese domestic market, passenger volumes
declined in August due to new virus outbreaks and the
resulting travel restrictions. In September, Chinese domestic
traffic recovered, but remained below its pre-pandemic
peak. Internationally, Europe showed a robust recovery,
reaching 43% of pre-crisis levels (mostly based on
recovering intra-European travel, which is not categorized as
a domestic market), above the industry-wide average of
31%. However, overall traffic levels remained well below
pre-COVID 19 pandemic levels in 2019. Fundamentally, the
potential spread of new virus variants and associated travel
restrictions remain the main risk to a further recovery in air
travel, while ongoing vaccination progress provides cause
for further optimism and contributes to an overall positive
recovery trend in 2021.

transaction volumes, also some airlines took a long term
approach already securing financings for deliveries in Q3 /
Q4 2022.

Index Points

Aviation Debt – Market Summary
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Jet fuel prices have reached their highest level since 2014.
The price increases are mainly driven by increased economic
activity. While some analysts expect oil prices to rise even
higher, the International Energy Agency (IAE) expects, that
an increased supply, especially from the US may reduce the
upward pressure on oil prices going forward. Also OPEC+
has gradually increased its production.

Commercial Aviation
RPK vs ASK
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According to IATA, industry-wide revenue passengerkilometres (RPKs), an indicator of global passenger demand,
were -53% below pre-crisis levels compared to September
2019, while available seat-kilometres (ASKs) recorded a 44% decline compared to 2019. Although RPKs and ASKs
remain subdued compared to 2019, they show a steady
recovery trend compared to previous months. Airlines are
increasingly optimistic and plan to add further capacity by
the end of the year. Recent global flight schedules indicate
that capacity for domestic and international flights should
reach 88% and 62% of pre-crisis levels, respectively, for
December. Similar trends are visible in airline financial
results, with declining net losses compared to the previous
quarter and even positive results in some cases
(predominantly among North American carriers). However,
for the last quarter in 2021 and beyond, airlines are facing
sharply increased fuel costs as well as soaring inflation. If this
trend of rising prices continues, it could slow the economic
activity as well as have a negative impact on travellers' future
travel plans. However, this is currently not observed as there
is substantial pent-up demand for travel and, with further
easing of travel restrictions, stronger demand for
international and domestic air travel is expected in 2022.

Aviation aiming for net-zero
Commercial aviation is estimated to be responsible for
around 3% of the global CO2-emissions, however
international climate protocols have struggled to include
aviation explicitly into its goals, as the emissions usually can’t
be attributed to a specific country. Nevertheless the general
public has been aware of the negative effects of air travel for
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the climate for several years, which is expressed in measures
from compensation programs to flight shaming.
In October IATA approved a resolution for the global
aviation industry to achieve net-zero carbon emissions by
2050. This commitment is aligned with the Paris Agreement
goal for global warming not to exceed 1.5°C.
IATA representing the aviation industry states that its
resolution strives to “ensure the freedom of future
generations to sustainably explore, learn, trade, build
markets, appreciate cultures and connect with people the
world over”. It sees the goal as a joint effort along the value
chain and accompanied by supportive government policies.
The ambitious goal needs to balance the expected overall
growth in passenger traffic which is projected to significantly
grow until 2050, while there are no carbon neutral
alternatives at hand, which can serve the huge scale of the
aviation market. IATA estimates that to be able to serve the
needs of the ten billion people expected to fly in 2050, at
least 1.8 gigatons of carbon must be abated in that year.
Moreover, the net zero commitment also implies that a
cumulative total of 21.2 gigatons of carbon will be abated
between now and 2050.
IATA sees the International Civil Aviation Organization’s
(ICAO) Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for
International Aviation (CORSIA) as key enabler. As the
program is supposed to stabilize international emissions at
2019 levels in the short-to-medium term. Support for the
program was also part of the resolution. CORSIA has its
drawbacks though, as it only applies to flights that start and
end in countries, that are part of the program and hence
don’t cover the entire global passenger traffic.
The goal of net-zero emissions in 2050, remains ambitious
as it also heavily relies on Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF),
which today can only be produced at a very small scale.
Climate experts additionally criticize, that it is estimated that
CO2-emissions not even account for half of the warming
effect caused by flight emissions. This is mainly due to the
height in which the emissions are produced, which beside
CO2 also contain nitrogen oxides, which has a much stronger
effect at the typical cruising altitude of an aircraft. Hence
CO2-neutral aviation will not equal climate neutral. Thus it
can be expected, that the self-imposed measures will need
to be revised at some point.
In general the resolution shows clearly, that ESG will be in
focus going forward from the industries- as well as from the
investor’s side. It can however be expected that there might
be further changes in the future, driven by new technologies
and changing views regarding the effects of aviation on
global warming.
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About Prime Capital’s Private Debt Team
Our aviation team, which has been active in the Aviation Debt market for many years, has already carried out transactions
of more than USD 1bn. The Private Debt Team additionally invests in Commercial Real Estate, Infrastructure Debt and
Corporate Lending. We expect significant further asset growth in these areas, while providing satisfactory risk adjusted
returns to our largely institutional investors.

Further information about Prime Capital AG can be found on the web site
www.primecapital-ag.com
Contact:
Julius Hünnemeyer, CFA
Executive Director
Private Debt

Prime Capital – Portfolio Management Private Debt
impd@primecapital-ag.com

Further information about Prime Capital AG can be found on the web site
www.primecapital-ag.com
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Disclaimer:
The information and opinion contained in this document (hereinafter “Information”) is provided only for advertising purposes,
and is not construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or to sell any securities or financial instruments in any jurisdiction
whatsoever. It does not constitute an official confirmation, invitation, solicitation or offer to subscribe for or purchase or sell
any of the products or services of Prime Capital AG, Frankfurt am Main. No investment decision should be made on the basis
of this document. The Information contained herein may not be complete and may not contain all relevant material
information related to any (financial) instrument presented. No representation or warranty is made or implied concerning, and
Prime Capital AG assumes no responsibility for, the accuracy, completeness, reliability or comparability of the information
contained herein relating to third parties.
The Information contained in this document was obtained in good faith from sources considered to be reliable, but its
accuracy, completeness, reliability, or comparability is not guaranteed or otherwise warranted or represented by Prime
Capital AG. Specifically, the Information contained herein has been obtained from third party sources, which is based solely
on publicly available information. Prime Capital AG makes no representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy,
correctness, suitability or timeliness of such data. In particular, Prime Capital AG is not obligated to update information
provided in this document or to delete obsolete information from this document. The information provided in this document
may change at any time without prior notification. As a result, information once published in this document may not be
understood to mean that matters have remained the same since publication or that the information is still up-to-date
following its publication. The validity of the information is limited to the point in time of their being issued and may change
based on market developments.
This document and the Information contained herein is confidential and intended only for the person to whom it has been
provided and under no circumstance may a copy be shown, copied, transmitted, or otherwise given to any person other than
the authorized recipient without the prior written consent of Prime Capital AG.
The content of this document is protected by intellectual property rights owned by Prime Capital AG. The reproduction,
transmission (electronically or by other means), linking, alteration, storage, archiving or other uses for public or private use of
information or data, in whole or in parts, in particular, the use of texts, portions of texts or images requires the prior consent
of Prime Capital AG. In particular, you are prohibited from:
i.
copying this document in whole or in parts (whether by printing them on paper, saving them to a file or otherwise);
ii.
removing, changing or otherwise making the content of this document incomprehensible or using the material
contained on this document in a manner other than intended in these legal notices and terms of use;
iii.
using this document or the information it contains for unlawful purposes.
The Information provided herein is not taking into account any particular person’s objectives, financial situation or needs.
Investors should before acting on the information provided in this document, consider the appropriateness of the information
having regard to their individual objectives, financial situation or needs.
Please bear in mind, that any forward looking statements re targets and achieving such targets is subject to unexpected risk
and uncertainties and can not be guaranteed in any way.
Privacy:
Prime Capital AG is committed to protecting your privacy. The types of personal information we collect about you depends
on the relationship with us. They include (i) your personal contact details such as name, title, postal addresses, email
addresses and telephone numbers, (ii) the company you work for and your position, (iii) identification and background
information we may collect about you as part of our business acceptance procedures, (iv) technical information such as
information from your visits to our website or relating to the event invitations, updates, marketing material, and other
communication we send to you electronically, (v) your communication preferences regarding marketing materials or (vi) any
other personal information you provide to us during your relationship with us, such as dietary requirements, any physical
disability and your views and comments.
They ways in which we collect personal information about you may include the following: (i) in the course of our business
acceptance procedures, (ii) through your general use of our website . In particular, we collect personal information about you
if you complete forms on our website and if you send emails to firm personnel, (iii) through your responses to our emails
asking that you confirm and update information we maintain about you, or that you provide your consent for us to
communicate with you, or (iv) through information you may provide to representatives of our firm at conferences or similar
events.
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